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INTRODUCTION

  I obtained the Bible Code software on 8th April, and have been
looking through it, learning how to use it, and searching out

several codes.  It was not until 26th April that I decided to look for
a code which might contain 'Legal Name Fraud'.  I found what I

am happy to share, a code I call 'NAME IS FRAUDULENT',
which was found when the inspiration came upon me to look, or,

at exactly the right time! 
I am not finished with this code, and will continue to look to see
what other words are there, perhaps I will make a subsequent

sharing of what I find, perhaps not, as the purpose of this
presentation is NOT to prove anything via bible codes - it's not

necessary to try to prove that which is already proven - my intent,
is only to show those who might enjoy seeing it, that this

information is encoded in the Bible. 

All the images in this presentation are from a screen print taken
from the 'bible code' software, which was then pasted into 'paint'
software, where the highlighting-colouring, etc. was carried out,

then the image was saved, and then more
words/highlighting/saving, and so on to give us a picture-book

that is as simple to read as I could make it.

So to be absolutely clear, you must know that these bible codes are
there - eternally - whether anyone searches them out or not.  The
bible code software is comprehensive, with the option to search
through an A-Z list of words which are already contained within
the code-matrix selected.  This A-Z word list was barely 'touched'



for this presentation to be brought to you. In fact, ALL the
highlighted words (apart from the code search criteria words)

came from the U-V-W-X-Y-Z portion of the list of words found in
this code. There are hundreds of words in this code, which seems

typical with bible codes.

Imagine ALL the other words which might be found in this code-
matrix where only a tiny handful of the words from the U-Z range

were needed to show this CONFIRMATION - to avoid 'over-
filling' the code-matrix and making it too difficult to see the simple
message - The Truth - which many of us already knew through the
works of Kate of Gaia - who uncovered the legal name fraud, and

wrote about it, back in 2012, and who has continued un-
stoppable, along with a few others now, in broadcasting, writing

and sharing this information having distilled it down into her
seven word 'gospel' : 

It's Illegal To Use A Legal Name. 
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Use ZOOM-IN Function On The Following Images, If Necessary

Note: This Bible Code is contained in the book of Judges 14:16 - 16:5
Be Aware, We Judge Ourselves, By Our Own Actions.  

In line with 'Do Unto Others As You Would Have Done Unto You', the Golden Rule and, if you
prefer, the Ten Commandments as the guide given for us to live by.  Whatever you may think about

what is going on in the word, it is clear that our actions define who we are as much as our thoughts
and words. Creation/God/Truth knows the content of our hearts and we cannot hide!

In IMAGE 01 below, you will see the 'Hebrew' word for 'name' (circle-red text) & the
word for 'chiseler, fraudulent, bluffer, rogue, swindler, cheat, deceitful, phony, fake' 
(diamond-blue text) in the Code pull down menu along the upper area.  'Hebrew' has 
fewer words than 'English' and some words have several possible meanings when 
translated to 'English' so we must select the words which best illustrate the code we 
are researching.  In this case, all the words fit perfectly with what we are looking at 
because it is a fact the legal name is fraudulent, therefore those who created this 
'system' were chiselers, bluffers, rogues, swindlers & cheats and their actions were 
deceitful in deliberately creating a 'system' which has ignorant people using illegal, 
phony /fake identification under the incorrect assumption that it's not only 'legal' but 
'mandatory' to do so! 

IMAGE 01  





IMAGE 02 

Here, you can see we have the same code-matrix as in IMAGE 01, only difference is I have
picked-out the words in colours so it's easier to see them and added description text.  I have

cropped the image (when putting it into this presentation) to make it larger. 

Can you take a hint?  

I can!  

It is very clear that 'name' is surrounded by a mass of  
'fraudulent' & 'deceitful' activity!

Remember : this code appears in the book of 'Judges 14:16 - 16:5'.  
We JUDGE ourselves, by our own ACTIONS! 



IMAGE 03

Here, you can see we have the same code-matrix as in IMAGE 02, only difference is I have
picked-out a new word, UNCOVERED, and used another description text.  

As before, I have cropped the image (when putting it into this presentation) to make it larger. 

I asked you ONCE before, "Can you take a hint?"

See how the word 'uncovered' is right between the other two words!

It's absolutely clear that 'uncovered' refers directly to the 'name' being 'fraudulent'. 

This fact was known to millions, before I did this code, so all this means is that it is no longer
hidden inside an ancient Hebrew text.

  
In fact, this Truth is ALREADY all over the streets of the 'UK' on massive billboards! 



IMAGE 04

Here, you can see we have the same code-matrix as in IMAGE 03, only difference is I have
picked-out a new word, UNDOUBTED , and used another description text.  

As before, I have cropped the image (when putting it into this presentation) to make it larger. 

See how the word 'undoubted' shares a letter with the word 'fraudulent' and is surrounded by
the word 'fraudulent' on several rows/columns of this matrix!

Can it be any clearer?

I asked you TWICE before, "Can you take a hint?"



IMAGE 05

Here, you can see we have the same code-matrix as in IMAGE 04, only difference is I have
picked-out a new word, UNHOLY , and used another description text.  

As before, I have cropped the image (when putting it into this presentation) to make it larger.

See how the word 'unholy' is comprised of 3 letters - which I have circled - and this triple
circle has a big impact on me, it reminds me of the 'holy trinity' but it's the reverse, the

abomination that is an 'unholy trinity' and the dishonourable 'triple crown' it wears upon its
conjoined heads. 

Also, the word 'unholy' is surrounded by the word for 'fraudulent' and shares several
columns of this matrix - diagonally - with the other words already picked-out!

The word 'name' appears to be TRAPPED, surrounded by so many words that refer to acts
which are both illegal & unlawful.

I asked you 3 TIMES (Trinity/Triple) before, "Can you take a hint?"



IMAGE 06

Here, you can see we have the same code-matrix as in IMAGE 05, only difference is I have
picked-out a new word, UNIVERSE , and used another description text.  

As before, I have cropped the image (when putting it into this presentation) to make it larger.

See how the word 'universe' is comprised of 3 letters - which I have circled - and this triple
circle has the same connection to the reversed holy trinity, seen in IMAGE 5, and the

abomination that is an 'unholy trinity' and the dishonourable gold 'triple crown' it wears
upon its conjoined heads and the gold rings it wears upon its blood-stained hands. 

In marriage, it is customary to give and receive a gold ring (one cannot get legally wed
without a legal name).  The ring is a symbol of eternal slavery, trapped in the legal name soul

contract.  Rings placed through the noses of bulls and pigs, identity rings on 'wild' birds,
mayoral chains-of-office or prisoner and slave chains, it doesn't matter because they are the

same and they are all written into a book, and owned via the universal 
ONE RING TO RULE THEM ALL 

legal name, official, registered, control system! 

I asked you 4 TIMES already, "Can you take a hint?"

Ever heard of the UPU (Universal Postal Union)?  Get any POST addressed to a legal name? 



IMAGE 07

Here, you can see we have the same code-matrix as in IMAGE 06, only difference is I have
picked-out a new word, UPROAR , and used another description text.  

As before, I have cropped the image (when putting it into this presentation) to make it larger.

This is the FINAL TIME of asking, "Can you take a hint?"



BONUS IMAGE

There is much more information online, so do your own research and read
everything you feel you need to read (if this presentation wasn't enough for you).

#legalnamefraud  #thetruth  #itsillegaltousealegalname  #truthbillboards

#BCCRSS  #kateofgaia  #birthcertificatefraud #babylonisfallen #namegate

Have a wonderful day,                                                        27th, April, 2016
                     Rose                


